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  The recent theory of social ,choice has evolved

mostly around two central prob!ems. First, there

is the classic aggregation problem of Arrow:
given a society of individuals and a set of alter-

natives, what should be the method for arriving

at social decisions on the basis of the individ-'

uals' preferences? Secondly, we have the line
of investigation initiated by Gibbard and Satter-

thwaite and subsequently pursued by a large
number of writers: the basic problem here is
that of devising a game form under which the
pursuit of self interest by rational individuals

will always lead to equilibria,(in some plausible

sense) where the outcomes are optimal in terms

of some given ethically acceptable group deci-

sion procedure. Suzumura's book adresses itself

to the first of these problems. Thus the focus is

on aggregation of individual preferences so as
to arrive at ethically acceptable social decisions

rather than on the enforcement or implementa-
tion of these decisions through some gqme form.

  Suzumura starts with a discussion of the gener-

al theory of choice and preferences. The results

here are clearly important for the theory of
social choice ,but･ their significance ext' ends
beyond the theory of social choice to the theory

of `revealed preference' and choice in general.

Suzumura's Chapter 2 provides a very system-
atic and convenient discussion of many results

in this area already familiar in the Iiterature

(thanks to the earlier works of several writers

including Suzumura himself), and extends these

results in many ways. Chapter 3 is devoted to
A'rrow-type impo' ssibility results. An important

section here presents the well known Blair-
Bordes-Kelly-Suzumura impoSsibility theorems
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,without eollective rationali･ty. A basic point

 which Suzurnura makes here is that the Arrow-
･type impossibility theorems c'an be derived from

 restrictions on the base relations (together with

 the other u$ual preperties) without imposing
 collective rationality on the. social choice
 function. While this i sformaily tgue when
 dictatorship (resp. oligarchy) is defined in a

 binary fashion it seeras to ignore an important
 intuitive aspect. The iact is that if the secial

 eheice tunction is always ratfonalizable in terms

 ef a binary weak preference relation, then given

 di¢tatqrship (resp. oligarchy) over twa-eiement
 'sets, Qne can immediately establish dictatorship

 (resp. oligarchy) over bigger sets (when dicta-
 tocship or oligarchy over bigger sets in defined

 in an obvious fashion). However, this is not
 po$sihle when we have re$trictions on the base

 relations alene and no collective rationality.

 Thus in an intuitively important sense, the dicta'-

 torship or QIigarchy that one gets in the pre$-

 ence of collective rationality would seem tQ be

 of a n}uch stronger variety. The discussion of

 impossibility theorems in Chapter 3 is fo11owed

 by an examinatiqn, in the next cl}apter, of･the

 simple majority rule, variQus re$ults showing

 the impossibility of `extending' the sirnple
                                      ' majority rule while satisfying certain desirable

 criteria, and the transitive ¢!osure of the simple
 majQrity rule. .
   While the chapters I have mentioned above
 centain many important insights and results,
･the last three chapters (Chapters 5, 6 and 7)

 are perhaps the mQst intersting. They deal
 respectively with the hotion of fairness as no

 envy in the context of social choice theory,
 the principles af impartiality and justice, and

 liberalism and rights. Each one ef these chap-
' ters is rich-in eriginal ideas and yields a large

 number of results which are interesting intui-

 tively as well Ems formally. It is dithcult to
 comment on all of them in the short span of
 this review. Therefore I shall be rather seiective

 and focus on Suzumura'$ analysis of liberaiism

 and rights in some detaiL ･ '
    Suzumura's analysis oHiberalism and rights

 naturally･centres around the seminal contribu-
 tion e'f Sen qn thre impopsibility of Paretian

 liberali$m and its further developrneut by
 Gibbard in' the framework ef deco:nposable
 right$ system. Suzurnura discu$se$ twe $chemes
 fer resolving the liberal paradox of Sen. To
 quote Suzumura, ``The first scheme is based on
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the intuitive coxxcept of a ]iberal individual wko

agrees that some parts of his prefer'ences should

not count" (p. 237), and uncter the secend
$cheme it is "shown that if 'the rights-exercising

is restricted by impartial justice considerations,

the libertarian c}aims thus constrained turn 6ut

to be compatible with the Pareto principle"
(p.237). FQr the di$cussion of these two
schemes it may be helpfui to note the follow-
ing proposition which can･be easily proved:
  Proposition: Let .ilr be the set ef social alter-

natives; let ci, -･", eM, eM+i be m+1 unspeeifi¢d
criteria for socially ranking the alternatives in

X; and iet hE {1,･･･,m}. Suppose for every
profile s･of individual ordering$ over x we have

binary Telations e,b ･d････, 9,., e,.+i $uch that

    (1) for all tE {1, ･･-, 7n}, 9,t is a$ymmetric

       and acyclic; -
    (2). (9em+i is an ordering;

and (3) for a}l tE {1,-･･, m}-{k} and for all

       m,gye.2r] x9sty-x.P((?,..s)y, where

        P(esm÷i) is the asymmetric factQr of

       Qsm+s･
Then for every profile s oHndividual orderings

one can specify a reflexive, connected and
acyclic social,weak preference relation Re such

that

    (4) for ali x)yEX; xP((2,.+i)y--"xP(RS)y

      ･ (by (3) above this implies xq,ty-
        $p(RS)y'for ali x, yE .]r and al}

  i tc {1, .･･, m}-{k}>; `
and (5) for all x, ye .X (x9sky and--yP(gsm+i)x)

        --etrpP(R")g.

    This rather straightforward result seem$ to

constitute the basis of Suzumura's Theorems
7.3 and 7.8 (for simplicity, I have stated the

proposition in tlie re!ational framework; it can

be easily translated inte choice-functional terrns

used by Suzumura). To derive frorn the above
proPosition, Suzutnurals Theorem '7.3 (which
seeks to resolve the liberal paradox by postu-
lating the existence of a liberal individua!), let

m =2; for all x, yE X) }et xG,iy iff {x, y} is within

the scope ef some individual's rights and that

individuai $trictly･prefer$ x to y; let k---2 and

g,2 be the relation oi being better than, in terms

of the Pareto criterion; and finally, let 9,3 be

the ordering which the liberal individual wants

to be counted on his behalf. To derive Theorem

7.8 one adopts a similar interpretafion except

that {2,3 is new te be interpreted as the justice-

ordering of some individual, and k is assumed
to be 1.
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    Cen$ider Theorem 7.8 first and ftote that it

i$ not xxecessary to postulate n justi¢e-orderings
for the n individuals. and to censtrain the right

of each individual by each one of these justice

orderings. It is eneugh if there exists some

individual whose justice-orderimag constrains
the rights of all individuals. Similarly, it is clear

that the ordering constraining the rights need
net be a justice-ordering at all; it cftn be an

ordering based on any ethical values so long

a$ it satisfies the Pareto prin¢iple. This brings
us to the third point, While Suzumura attributes

the erderings constraining rights to principles

of justice, net much discussion is given to
explicate the intuitive ,content of･these orderings.

Ilt the. absence of such intuitive discussion, it

is not clear whether there exist plausible prin.

ciples of equity or justice which are consistent

with the Pareto criterion, which yield complete

orderi,ngs, afld which we would be willing to'

use as a constraint on the exercise .of rights
of the type that Sen was concerned about in

his example of the lewd aind the prude, or
Gibbard was concetned about in -his example
of the marriage problem. Such deubts persist
in the context of these specific rights involving

privacy even when in general one may be pre-
pared to accept I. Beriin's argument (quoted

by Suzumura) that individual freedom has to
be weighed against the claims of equity and
justice.

    Now let tts･consider the Qtker apprQach of

.Suzumura (resulting in kis Theorem 7.3) which
seeks to solve the liberal paradox by postulating

the exi$tence of a liberal individual. First, note

that it is rtet being claimed that there exists

an indiv,idual ]' whose `ordinary preferences' (or

`subjective preferences' to u$e Harsanyi'$ termi--

nology) are consistent with every individual i's

strict preferenee over the.pairs of altematives

coming within the scope of the'rights of that
individual i. What Suzumura postulabes is thi$:

there exists an individttal h such that even
wifen h's ordinary preferences do not necessarily

cQnform te every individual's strict preferences

ever the pairs of alternatives over which that

individual has rights, h, guided by his !iberal
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 yalue$, wonld }ike to be ceunted en his behalf.

 not hi$ ordinary preferences, but a preference

 relation RnO which net only respects all the
 rights but in addition satisfies transitivity (a$

 well as reffexivity and eonnectedness) by invert-

 ing, where'ne¢essary, his'ordinary preferences
 over eertain pairs of alternatives which do not

 invQlve any one's rights. It'is obvious that Sf

 in addition to respeeting the rights of others in

 accordance with his liberal values, k aiso want-

 ed to accept ethi¢ally the Pareto principle as
 applied tQ ordinary preferences, then he could

 not possibly have a transitive (or even acyelic)

 Rh" always, and we would be back to Sen'$
 paradox oi the impossibility of a Paretian liber-

 al. Therefore axa important guestion here wouid

 seem te be why such an lndividual shou!d
 reject as a va}ue judgment, the Pareto criterion

 with respect to ordinary preferences, and be
 willing to invert his ordinary preferences over

 some pairs of aiternatives which do not directly

 invoive any one's rights. Furthermore, even if
 such inclividnals inverted their ordinary prefer-

 ences over certaln pairs of alternatives not
 involving rights, it is not elear why, at the
 stage of social decisien maki･ng, this, by itself,

 would constitute an adequate justification for

 applylng the Pareto criterion on the basis ･of

'svach medified preferences rather than on the'
 basis of the ordinary preferences. It would have

 been interesting to have Suzumura'$ detai}ed
 views about this.

, In this review r have eonceritrated on Suzu-

 mura's ¢hapter on liberalism and rights, Xmper-
 tant ･as this chapter is, it constitutes only one '

 of Suzumura's many thought-proveking contri-
 butions in this book. A$ I have mentioned
 earlier,' there is a wealth of interesting idea$'

 in all the chapters and Suzumura-ha$ made
 important contributicms to virtually all 'the

 majer topics he ha$ taken up in this book.
 With a large number of proposibons formally
 proved, this may llot be an easy boQk to read,

 but it is a book which every one interested in

 the formal and philosophical problems in the
 theory of coilective choice, will find extremely

 rewa;ding reading. (Prasanta K. Pattanaik)
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